
Filmstrip file

Movie file

Recap: 

Having covered audio & how it is sampled,
we now go on to cover some of the issues surrounding
video.

Lesson;

Video is the putting together of frames and playing them 
sufficiently fast to give the illusion of real motion.
(flick book animation)

This is broadcast  in a number of different formats with  
reasons.

See below 

Pal (phase alternating line)broadcast quality; 625 lines, 
25fps, lines are drawn alternately and two screen parses 
are made too complete one frame. 

That is 25 times two which is fifty the frequency at which 
the British national grid is delivering 240Volt AC 
(Alternating Current) to the  public. This is where
the TV comes in because it is connected to the same 
grid!

NTSC (National Television Standards Commission) This 
is the American standard for broadcast and is not quite 
such good quality & delivers at 29.97 fps & 60 hertz as 
that is the frequency of the alternating current delivered 
on the American grid at 110 Volts.

SECAM This is the format used in Scandinavia and is not 
as widespread as PAL or NTSC!

You may insert what you like in these gaps. Filmstrip files are useful when 
sharing frames between Photoshop and Premier. compression works by 
matching color area's between frames
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Both PAL & NTSC have an aspect ratio of 4:3. You will find that your computer 
also has the same aspect ratio. 

640/480 is the NTSC size 768/576 is the PAL size.
These things will become more apparent as you do more video editing! 

These facts have implications on how you build your projects so should be 
considered in the construction process of any project that is to be broadcast.

640/480 (the smallest dimensions a computer screen will display at) & 320/240
a size often used by Multimedia Quicktime video.


